Describing Appearance Conversation

Directions: Look at the dialogue below. Practice with a partner. Then create a similar conversation using your own ideas below.

John: Excuse me. I’m looking for my brother
Sales Assistant : What does he look like?
John: Well, he’s tall and slim.
SA: Does he have long hair?
John: No. He has short hair.
SA: What’s he wearing?
John: Long black pants and a blue T-shirt.
SA: Is that him in the café opposite?
John: Oh, yes. He loves coffee shops.

Now create your own dialogue.

A: Excuse me. ........................................

B: What does ............. look like?

A: Well, ..............................

B:....................................................?

A: No. ............................

B: What's ...............wearing?

A: .............................................

B: Is that .........................................?

A: Yes. I ................................................